Turn the tables on ordinary furnishings.

Make your home or office go Hollywood with a Goldberg Brothers 12½" film reel end table. Each of these attractive pedestal-style tables is made with a genuine Goldberg Brothers 16mm film reel, once an essential part of grade school classrooms everywhere. We make it look more authentic by adding a simulated roll of film. One side of a Goldberg Brothers storage canister completes the movie motif. A film reel end table makes a useful and fun conversation starter in your living room, office, or home theater.

- 12½" diameter, ⅛" thick tempered glass with pencil edge
- 12” diameter steel 16mm film reel with a simulated film roll
- Powder coated black steel pedestal with 9¼" round base
- 9½” canister cover can be removed to reveal the black base
- Approximately 22” tall
- Four available reel and canister powder coat colors

Color samples are approximate. *PC Chrome is a glossy powder coat finish that resembles chrome plating.